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The anchovies make the balloon
underneath there’s an albacore
if you don’t cast the net
it won’t leave you one.
And I will disembark on the shore
and people will come
these surprised fish
I will sell for nothing.
If I disembark at the rivermouth	
  
and there’s nobody there
I’ll wash my face
in the water of the stream.
Every three hooks
there’s a sea fish
hook for hook
there’s a star that trembles
every three tears
the bell tolls.
The female holiday-makers pass
with eyes of dark glass
they pass under the nets
that are drying against the wall.
And in the sea there’s a treasure
that comes from the East
and everyone’s seen it
and nobody takes it.

that frees from evil.
If I catch the golden fish
I’ll show it to you.
If I catch the golden fish
I’ll marry at the altar.
Every three hooks
there’s a sea fish
every three stars
there’s a plane that flies
every balcony
a mouth that makes me fall in love.
The anchovies make the balloon
underneath there’s an albacore
if you don’t cast the net
there won’t be one left
it won’t leave you one
it won’t leave you.
This is an expression that is used in De André’s
native Liguria. It refers to the period in autumn when
the anchovies head to the surface of the sea in order to
escape from blue fish. On days when there’s little wind
thousands of anchovies can be seen jumping out of the
water near the shore, thereby creating a sparkling
effect.
(1)

Every three hooks
there’s a sea fish
every three stars
there’s a plane that flies
every three nights
there’s a dream that comforts me.
A bottle tied tightly
like a bait to be dragged
a sip of sweet vein
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